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Abstract - This paper proposes a jerk-bounded trajectory 
generation method using a digital convolution. The 
suggested jerk-bounded trajectory is able to reduce 
unexpected damages for a robot motion control system 
and to improve a tracking accuracy/speed of the control 
system. Also, it can be implemented in real-time because it 
requires low computational loads. The effectiveness of the 
suggested method is shown through numerical simulations 
for a point-to-point (PTP) motion generation application. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Most of the existing robot motion control methods 
include a trajectory generation method, in other words, 
they are very important for a trajectory generator as well as 
a tracking controller to achieve the robot motion control 
system with high (fast and accurate) performance. In many 
cases, the trajectory generation method affects a control 
system performance and its limitation. The generated 
trajectory over either rated speed (or max. velocity) or 
rated acceleration (or max. acceleration) cannot be well 
implemented just by a good tracking controller. Also, the 
trajectory generator should be realized with low 
computational burden for practical use. This is very core 
requirement in the trajectory generation method for 
real-time implementation. 
Physically, since the jerk represents the change of 
acceleration with respect to time, abrupt jerk changes 
(abrupt changes of acceleration, ultimately, abrupt 
changes of force) is able to cause critical damages to the 
dynamic control systems and to induce unwanted 
vibrations or oscillations to the control system [1]. So, the 
jerk-bounded and smooth trajectory is required for 
preventing the control system from vibration/oscillation 
and mechanical wears of actuators. For high performance, 
the trajectory generator should satisfy the given system 
specifications such as maximum velocity, maximum 
acceleration and so on [2]. Actually, the control system 
will show bad performance if the generated trajectory is 
outside of the system specifications. Also, the trajectory 
generator must have a low computational complexity [3]. 
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows; 
section 2 introduces the conventional trajectory smoothing 
method based on digital convolution; section 3 suggests 
the jerk-bounded and smooth trajectory generation method 
satisfying the system requirements or specifications;   
section 4 shows the effectiveness of the suggested method 
through numerical simulations; finally, we provide the 
conclusion and future works. 
2. Conventional Trajectory Generation using 
Convolution 
 
The continuous-time and discrete-time convolutions 
have been used as the smooth trajectory generation 
method. For simplicity, let us focus on the 
one-dimensional (single axis) point-to-point (PTP) motion 
generation method with zero velocities as initial and final 
conditions. If the motion control system moves the given 
distance S  with maximum velocity maxv , then minimum 
movement time tT can be expressed in the following form: 
max
t
ST
v
                                   (1) 
where the area of left figure in Fig.1 implies the given 
distance S .
Fig. 1 Conventional smooth trajectory generation using 
convolution operation 
Also, let us define the square function with a unit-area as 
following form: 
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 where ( )iH t implies i-th square function. Here, if the left 
square function in Fig. 1 is convolved with the first square 
function 1( )H t with 1T satisfying 1 tT T , then we can get 
the trapezoidal trajectory of the mid figure in Fig. 1. 
Moreover, if the trapezoidal function of mid figure in Fig. 
1 is convolved with the second square function 2( )H t with 
2T satisfying 2 1 tT T T  , then we can get the smooth 
trajectory of right figure in Fig. 1. Like this, we can see 
that twice convolutions bring the smooth trajectory as 
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 shown in Fig. 1. Also, all areas of three figures in Fig. 1 
must be equal because the unit-area square functions are 
used for smoothing the trajectories. As the number of 
convolutions increase, the target trajectories must be more 
smoothed, however, movement time increases according 
to the increase of the number of convolutions as shown in 
Fig.1. 
On the other hand, a motion planning method based on 
a digital convolution was proposed to reduce the 
computational burden in [4]. To begin with, let us make 
continuous-time i-th square function of Eq. (2) into the 
digital form ( )i sH kT with sampling time sT . Surprisingly, 
if the digital input ( )i sX kT is convolved with ( )i sH kT in 
the discrete-time, then the output ( )i sY kT is obtained as 
following recursive form: 
1
( ) (( ) )
( ) (( ) )i s i i si s i s
i
X kT X k m T
Y kT Y k T
m
 
   (3) 
where im  is a positive integer satisfying /i i sm T T .
This recursive form was proven in [4]. Also, we can know 
that one digital convolution requires just three additions 
and one multiplication. So, since the computational burden 
of digital convolution is very low, the trajectory generation 
method using digital convolution can be implemented in 
real-time. 
3. Jerk-Bounded Trajectory Generation Method 
using Digital Convolution 
To clarify the effect of convolution, let us redraw the 
mid figure in Fig. 1 obtained after applying one 
convolution as shown in Fig. 2. Here, we can find the 
maximum acceleration maxa  defined as following form: 
 
1
max
max
v
a
T
                                   (4) 
Fig. 2 Maximum acceleration of trapezoidal trajectory 
 
If the convolution is applied one more to Eq. (4), then 
we can get the following relation between the maximum 
jerk and maximum acceleration: 
 
2 1 2
max max
max
a v
j
T T T
                            (5) 
Without loss of generality, we can derive the following 
generalized relation from repetitive convolutions: 
1
1( )
max max
i
i
jj
v v
T
 
?                            (6) 
where ( )max
iv  denotes the i-times differentiation of maxv ,
for example,   
1
2
( )
max max
( )
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v a
v j
 
 
                              
(7) 
Actually, the motion control system has the specifications 
such as maximum (or rated) velocity, maximum (or rated) 
acceleration, and maximum jerk, in itself. These 
specifications become the design constraints for trajectory 
generation method to be suggested in the paper. For given 
specifications such as max max max, ,v a j , firstly, we should 
find the time constraints 1 2,T T  from Eq. (4) and (5) 
satisfying 2 1 tT T T  . Also, we should find a positive 
integer im  satisfying /i i sm T T  to implement the 
recursive algorithm of Eq. (3). In the following section, we 
show the effectiveness of the suggested jerk-bounded 
trajectory generation method through numerical 
simulation. 
4. Simulation and Conclusion 
 
4.1 Simulation 
 
Let us assume that the motion control system has the 
following specifications:  
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Firstly, the time constraints satisfying 2 1 tT T T   are 
found as follows: 
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Secondly, we can find positive integers 1 2,m m as follows: 
1 1
2 2
1 0 001 1000
0 5 0 001 500
/ / .
/ . / .
s
s
m T T
m T T
   
   
Now, if the suggested recursive algorithm of Eq. (3) is 
applied to given specifications of Eq. (8), then we can get 
the simulation result as shown in Fig.3 after applying 
repetitive twice convolutions. As we can see in Fig. 3, the 
maximum jerk, acceleration and velocity satisfy the given 
specifications of Eq. (8). Moreover, if we would like to 
make jerk trajectory smooth as shown in Fig. 4, the more 
convolutions are required. 
4.2 Conclusion and future works 
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 This paper has proposed the jerk-bounded trajectory 
generation method using a digital convolution. The 
suggested jerk-bounded trajectory was able to reduce 
unexpected damages for the motion control system and to 
improve the tracking accuracy/speed of the control system. 
Also, it could be implemented in real-time because it 
requires just three additions and one multiplication per one 
convolution. Finally, the effectiveness of the suggested 
method was shown through numerical simulations for a 
point-to-point (PTP) motion generation application. 
Fig. 3 Simulation result with twice convolutions 
 
Fig. 4 Simulation result with four-times convolutions 
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